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1. Scope 

The pace of development of quantum technologies has recently accelerated, especially in the 

field of quantum computing, as shown by the increasing rate of major investment by startups and 

large companies in these technologies. 

 

Already, the mindset is shifting from fundamental science to applied research. Although 

contested by quantum information scientists, The Economist summarized this view in their 

March 2017 issue: 

 

“the remaining challenges are mostly engineering ones, rather than scientific”. 

 
Rigetti Computing, a startup founded in 2013, is also accelerating its engineering efforts towards 

the development of quantum integrated circuits, as shown by their recent construction of 

nanofabrication facilities in California2. A more nuanced view was shared by its CEO: “90 % of 

the work to build the quantum computer will be classical computing”. D-Wave Systems has 

already embraced the challenge by scaling up its superconducting device fabrication in a silicon 

fab in Minnesota and building whole computing systems. Silicon Quantum Computing Pty in 

Australia (a recently launched Australian startup 3), Google, IBM, and Rigetti all plan to make a 

10-20 qubit quantum processor in a 5-10 years horizon. Such fast development will require the 

development of cold microelectronics, multiplexers, fast electronics, and high signal to noise 

ratio electronics. On this last point alone, high fidelity operation (>99.99999%) of the qubits and 

readout electronics will be essential in order to meet the performance requirements of quantum 

error correction algorithms. 

 

Furthermore, multiplexing multiple small quantum computers to realize powerful quantum 

computing networks and enabling quantum transducers to link memory and processing units will 

depend on the ability to build nanophotonics components. Hence microelectronics systems will 

play a pivotal role in the time to market of quantum technologies. 

                                                 
2 https://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/computing/software/rigetti-launches-fullstack-quantum-computing-service-and-

quantum-ic-fab 
3 http://www.afr.com/technology/unsw-joins-with-government-and-business-to-keep-quantum-computing-

technology-in-australia-20170821-gy0tki 

https://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/computing/software/rigetti-launches-fullstack-quantum-computing-service-and-quantum-ic-fab
https://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-talk/computing/software/rigetti-launches-fullstack-quantum-computing-service-and-quantum-ic-fab
http://www.afr.com/technology/unsw-joins-with-government-and-business-to-keep-quantum-computing-technology-in-australia-20170821-gy0tki
http://www.afr.com/technology/unsw-joins-with-government-and-business-to-keep-quantum-computing-technology-in-australia-20170821-gy0tki
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2. Executive Summary 

Research and development on quantum technologies has accelerated over the last decade, with 

expected disruptive effects in the fields of sensing, cryptography, and high-performance 

computing. The quantum computer alone would accelerate simulations of new molecules for 

agriculture and drugs development and allow scale-up of optimization problems relevant to 

society. 

 

To that end, optimal control and measurement of quantum systems schemes have been developed 

by scientists to reach fidelity high enough such that the fragile quantum states are preserved. 

However, the commercialization of quantum technologies and scale-up of quantum processors 

will require the engineering of complex electronic circuits. 

 

This report summarizes the engineering challenges outlined in the Quantum and 

Microelectronics Systems Integration session of the recent Innovation 360 symposium hosted by 

CMC Microsystems and NanoCanada, as pinpointed by four experts in quantum technologies. 

This discussion spanned topics from laboratory scale research to large scale industrial projects 

such as IBM’s quantum processors that integrate a few quantum transistors and large quantum 

simulators such as those sold by D-Wave Systems. Perspectives are given on how engineering 

input can accelerate the readiness of quantum technologies for the market. 

 

CMC’s possible impact on three key points are described in the following areas: 

▪ Cryogenics and low temperature control electronics. Building FPGA, ADC, and DAC 

low temperature platforms would ease the quantum processor scale-up. 

▪ Device simulation and software. Use of high performance CAD to guide the design of high 

fidelity sensors and quantum transistors, currently plagued by crosstalk and interface effects. 

▪ Nano-micro fabrication. Adoption of industry/foundry standard device fabrication 

techniques to enhance the yield and repeatability and ease access to quantum chip samples. 

Mixing classical and quantum functions on the same chip (as allowed by CMOS) would be a 

critical asset. 
 

As quantum technologies are expected to reach the market in a 10-year timescale, Canada has the 

potential to position itself as one of the leaders in quantum engineering. A critical point will be 

the ability to get the quantum scientists to be aware of opportunities offered by micro-nano 

electronics and to get the engineers to grasp the challenges of quantum systems development. In 

that respect, future meetings themed on engineering and expertise sharing will play a critical role 

in establishing a quantum technology community. 
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3. Session Summary 

This section provides a summary of the talks given by four participants.  

3.1. Session Introduction 

Presentation by Michel Pioro-Ladrière, Institut quantique, Université de Sherbrooke 

 

Quantum mechanics is the science of the nanoscale and beyond. It explains how atoms and 

electrons behave and, for example, why a silicon nanocrystal emits at a particular wavelength.  

 

Quantum technologies harness the weirdest and craziest, properties of quantum mechanics, such 

as the possibility that an electrical current may circulate in the clockwise and counter-clockwise 

directions of a circuit at the same time, or the possibility to instantaneously affect the 

polarization of one photon in Alberta when another photon passes through a polarizer in Québec. 

 

With such resources at hand, quantum technologies promise breakthroughs such as: 

▪ New computers with sufficient computational power to solve problems of societal 

importance that traditional computers will never be able to solve 

▪ Fully secured communication networks 

▪ Sensors that can detect extremely tiny signals, such as the detection of materials buried deep 

in the ground, from a drone 

 

Today, we are fortunate to host four distinguished speakers from both academia and industry. 

They all are working on solid-state implementations of quantum technologies, which is 

considered as the most promising approach thanks to their close connection to microelectronics 

and nanotechnology.  

 

From this session on Quantum and Microelectronics System Integration, it is intended that the 

CMC Microsystem and NanoCanada communities, among others, will gain a better 

understanding of challenges and engage actively to overcome them. 

 

As Mike Mayberry, vice-president of Intel, said, 

 

“Expertise in specialized electronics combined with advanced physics is required to move 

quantum computing closer to being a reality”. 

 

3.2. Quantum Nanophotonics: Opportunities and Challenges 

Presentation by Paul Barclay – IQST/NINT - University of Calgary 

 

Photonics circuits are at the root of the information age we live in, enabling fast, high bandwidth 

and long-range communications through the use of optical fibers. Bringing these optical 

functions to the chip level would enhance for example the speed of the bus between memory 

(RAM) and processor (CPU). IBM and Intel are key players in the development of silicon 
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nanophotonics. Chip-scale photonics is critical to the cloud and big data applications, which have 

an intensive impact on bandwidth requirements [1]. 

Another field where nanophotonics will play a large role is through the establishment of quantum 

networks [2]. This is due to the fact that photons are reliable carriers of quantum states and can 

be used to link multiple quantum nodes through quantum photonic channels. In general, these 

channels are considered unconditionally secure as an eavesdropper would alter the quantum state 

being transmitted in a way that is easily detected by the receiver. The channels established 

between the different computing units could then be used to make a > 100 logical qubit quantum 

computer that is sufficiently powerful to solve computational problems that are currently 

intractable.  

 

To realize this, the main ingredients are: 

▪ Quantum processing units (QPU) 

▪ Optical waveguides, to connect different QPUs 

▪ High quality factor optical cavities (resonators), to enhance light-matter interaction 

▪ Optical quantum memories 

 

Management of the spin state of particles is one promising means to address these challenges, as 

their quantum state can be preserved over large timescales (coherence times ~ 1 ms) and they can 

be isolated in materials to emit indistinguishable photons, essential to carry quantum 

information. Alternatively, a promising quantum defect fulfilling these requirements is the 

nitrogen-vacancy (NV) defect center in diamond, which can be operated at room temperature. 

The potential of the defect-based approach as a memory-to-photon interface was recently 

highlighted by the demonstration of entanglement of two NVs separated by 1.3 km [3]. The 

critical role of entanglement phenomena on this feat was demonstrated by the observation that 

the experiment violated Bell’s inequality; this behaviour cannot be explained classically. 

However, the experiment presents a severe limitation: entanglement events occur one to three 

times per hour, 3x10-4 Hz. 

 

Hence, the search for more suitable optical quantum defects is the subject of intensive research 

around the world. The search for more highly efficient radiative centers is under investigation; 

candidates include other defects in diamond such as the silicon vacancy [4] and defects in silicon 

carbide [5]. Leveraging the progress made on nanoscale structures fabricated in SiN (Figure 1), 

Prof. Barclay and his team are working directly on the rate of entanglement challenge by 

nanofabricating structures in diamond. As the entangling rate is proportional to the square of the 

photon collection efficiency (typically ~1%), insertion of the quantum material into an optical 

resonator cavity offers a straightforward improvement. For example, a unit collection efficiency 

would multiply the entanglement rate by 104, to 3 Hz. Cavities also provide a means of 

enhancing the light-matter coupling rate by maximizing the interaction volume between a spin 

and a photon and consequently increasing the emission rate via the Purcell effect [6]. 
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Figure 1: Microfabricated Resonator in SiN Coupled to a Waveguide 
Courtesy of Prof. Barclay 

 

Building optical nanocavities in a slab of diamond can be challenging. Barclay’s team are 

experts in fabrication of diamond nanostructures by reactive ion etching (RIE) and have obtained 

quality factors of 105-106 in microdisks. At that level, deterministic gates between single photons 

and spins can be realized for quantum information processing purposes, such as in quantum 

networks. Optical cavities may also be used to make quantum transducers that interface with 

other kinds of qubits, such as superconducting qubits working in the microwave domain, with a 

photonic mode. Ultimately, by integrating a single quantum defect into a nanophotonic device, 

quantum transducers can be used to make networks of qubits that are interconnected over large 

distances. 

 

Using similar nanofabrication techniques, a microdisk mechanical oscillator such as pictured in 

Figure 2, can be used to sense GHz vibrations associated with the disk breathing modes (radial 

expansion and contraction). Due to their high-quality factors, light is confined for long durations 

in the disk; their transmission spectra are thereby affected by vibrations. As such, vibration 

displacements have been measured with fm/√Hz accuracy. 

 

 

Figure 2: Ring Microresonator Made in Diamond 
Courtesy of Prof. Barclay 
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A more immediate field of impact is in sensing, as represented in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Envisioned Nanophotonics Quantum Sensor in Diamond to Detect Spin Ensembles 
Courtesy of Prof. Barclay 

 

Diamond optomechanical microbeams allow new sensing opportunities, such as for the sensing 

of the torque induced by a nanometric magnetic spin (permalloy) structure (Figure 4). Such a 

device, operating at ambient conditions and with robust tabletop operation, can provide 

quantitative characterization of magnetic micro/nanodevices used in science and engineering 

R&D [7]. 

 

Figure 4: Quantum Sensor Based on a Nanoresonator in Diamond to Sense Ensemble of Spins, in 
this Case in a Permalloy 
Courtesy Prof. Barclay 

 

Future challenges for nanophotonics include: 

▪ The packaging of the devices such that reliable performance can be attained and that those 

devices can be easily integrated in the heterogeneous platforms required by quantum 

networks for quantum information processing. 

▪ Developing reliable implantation processes for the integration of single quantum defects into 

resonators  

▪ Probing quantum effects in nanomechanics for future sensing applications. 
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3.3. Semiconductor-Based Quantum Information Processors 

Presentation by Jonathan Baugh – Institute for Quantum Computing (IQC), Waterloo 

 

One of the biggest future challenges to the realization of a universal quantum computer is the 

tolerance of those systems to errors. However, information can be encoded in such a way as to 

minimize the effect of errors. The simplest way to reduce errors is by applying a repetition code 

that reads the state based on a majority vote on the repeated ancillary states. To achieve a low 

error probability, a large number of qubits and gates has to be used as the error rate drops as the 

inverse of the number of ancillas. Concatenation can be the key, leading to a doubly exponential 

suppression of errors. This approach requires an exponential increase in complexity (ancilla 

number). The standard for error correction is through the 2D topological code, which 

exponentially reduces the number of errors with a linear scaling of the number of qubits. This 

method produces an error threshold, the maximum percentage of erroneous qubits that can be 

tolerated before the state is lost, which at 1% is one of the best achieved, an especially good 

result considering the simplicity of the architecture. Even with this code, the number of physical 

(logical) qubits needed to factor a 2000-bit RSA number (a semi-prime number, as defined by 

RSA Laboratories, with applications in cryptography) is 100 million (50 thousand), in a 104 x 

104 array (Figure 5 [8]). Such an array, fabricated using today’s most advanced quantum 

technology employing superconducting qubits, would require a device area of 1 m2. Hence, 

finding an architecture easily scalable and of high compactness is highly desirable for the 

realization of the quantum computer. 

 

Figure 5: 2D Surface Code for Fault Tolerant Quantum Computation. Only Chain of Errors that 
Wrap Around the Lattice Affect the Qubit 

 

The approach chosen by Baugh’s group at IQC is to adopt a semiconductor qubit approach that 

can profit from the expertise of CMOS foundries for wafer level fabrication. The advantages are 

multiple: the qubit control is exclusively in the electrical domain (no need for lasers or optical 
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traps); the readout is easily done with a Single Electron Transistor (SET); the qubits are 

mesoscopic (nm scale), such that a billion can fit into a cm2 and a high device yield can be 

reached. 

 

This prospect has only become realistic over the last decade because of the following: 

▪ The gate pitch has dropped to 10 nm, enabling a high-tunneling effect for one and two qubit 

gates (Figure 6 [9]). 

 

Figure 6: Double Quantum Dot Architecture Integrating a Single Electron Transistor 

 

▪ Si/SiO2 devices now have the ability to reach the single electron regime in the accumulation 

mode. These advances allow designers to move away from the less mature III/V fabrication 

processes, in which the isolation of single electrons is performed within a two-dimensional 

electron gas with large (~10/qubit) sets of gates. Most importantly, being able to fabricate 

CMOS qubits eases the integration of quantum technology with classical components into a 

“quantum tile” (Figure 7 [10]). Combination of control, readout and amplification 

functionalities into a single chip promises higher gate fidelity and signal-to-noise ratio. 

 

 

Figure 7: Quantum Tile Integrating the Qubits, DAC/ADCs, and Quantum Error Correction 
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The scaling of quantum semiconductor processors in combination with cryogenic operation (tens 

of millikelvin) brings its own set of additional engineering challenges: 

 

▪ Wiring and integration with classical (i.e., non-quantum) circuits: Qubit designs may be 

simplified by using single gate architectures that reach the one electron regime (such as 

proposed in [10]) in combination with novel readout schemes (i.e., capacitive readout), 

eliminating the need for SETs. 

▪ Multiplexing: Addressing large ensembles of qubits requires multiplexing directly on the 

quantum tile. The number of wires required for this structure would be impossible to fit into 

a millikelvin cryostat. Development of optical interposers is a possible avenue to tackle this 

problem, offering the added benefit of reducing the thermal load. Further requirements for 

circuit tuning and massively parallel readout/control of gates at the µV level are driven by the 

“surface code” approach to topological quantum error correction. 

▪ Classical circuits integration: The dense wiring interface between circuits of quantum and 

classical elements is a critical issue for heat dissipation. This is due to the narrow operating 

temperature range of quantum circuits (typically ~ 20-100 mK) and constraints due to the 

~1 mW cooling power at that stage. Shielding layers will also be required to eliminate the 

crosstalk between quantum and classical layers. Cryogenic ASICs or FPGAs could be 

integrated on a higher cooling power (1 W) stage operating at 1-4 K, easing cooling power 

requirements (Figure 8 [9]). 

 

Figure 8: Cryogenic CMOS Electronics for Compact Interconnections Between a Classical 
Controller and the Quantum Processor 

 

▪ Noise reduction: Schemes based on charge readout make two qubit exchange gates 

especially prone to errors. CAD tools may be used to explore optimization of circuit topology 

and electronic quantum wavefunctions, to help mitigate that problem. Pulse shaping can also 

improve the fidelity of gates to make them more robust against charge noise. In semi-

conductor qubits, the quantum information can also be encoded into the quantum quantity 

called the spin. However, the spin, equivalent of a “magnet quanta”, is prone to magnetic 

noise created by fluctuating parasitic spins. Fortunately, 28Si isotopic purification can 

provide the magnetic vacuum required to meet the error threshold required for topological 
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codes. On the classical side, automated tuning and calibration protocols will be required to 

eliminate slow drifts such as those created by electronic traps. 

 

3.4. Coherent Quantum Computing with Increasingly Many 
Superconducting Qubits 

Presentation by Stefan Filipp – IBM Research Zurich 

 

Hard problems for a classical computer (CC) can be easy for a quantum computer, but are not of 

great interest, i.e., solving 13x7=?. Some problems not efficiently solvable on a CC, for example, 

factorization of a number into its two prime numbers (such as in RSA encryption) are 

exponentially faster on a quantum computer, i.e., 91=?x? (Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9: Representation of the Classes of Problems Where Quantum Computing Offers a 
Speedup 

Courtesy Stefan Filipp, International Business Machines Incorporated 

 

From the industry perspective, building the quantum computer is of course motivated by the 

solutions it can offer to various problems. Moore’s law is evidence that significant progress has 

been made in terms of circuit size, but some problems are still very hard or intractable. Using 

classical computers, requirements for exponentially increasing resources are addressed through 

increasing size. Problems requiring high resource intensity include:  

▪ Algebraic problems, such as factoring, breaking cryptographic codes, linear equations, 

machine learning 

▪ Optimization problems, such as the travelling salesman or optimization of business 

processes 

▪ Simulation of quantum mechanics, including energy levels of molecules, materials science  

 

A more complete list of quantum algorithms which offer a speed advantages compared to 

classical solutions can be found in NIST’s Quantum Algorithms Zoo. However, these theoretical 

proposals can lose their advantage in real physical implementations; as in classical systems the 

number of gates and qubits for error correction can scale exponentially with resource demands. 
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Quantum computers (QC) can be classified as: 

▪ Annealer 

▪ Approximate  

▪ Universal 
 

Each is appropriate for a class of problems and speed, as summarized in Figure 10: 

 

Figure 10: Different Classes of Quantum Computers, Their Best Application Usage and Operation 
Schematics 

Courtesy Stefan Filipp, International Business Machines Incorporated 
 

IBM is focused on building a universal QC that uses a set of gates, much like a CC. However, 

additional states are available in the QC, including superposed and entangled states. In general, 

with an N qubit QC, the leveraging the entanglement property would allow the simultaneous 

exploration of 2N paths. To illustrate the advantage provided by a QC, it is useful to compare the 

memory needed to store the quantum state of N entangled qubits. As it can be seen in Table 1, 

the number of coefficients required to store the fully entangled quantum state grows 

exponentially. At the point where N=256, it roughly equals to the atoms in the universe. (This 

topic is further explored in section 4.2, which provides a quick overview of quantum states). 

Hence the simulation of large QC is impossible with a CC without approximations. For example, 

the added computational cost to simulate exactly a quantum computer with 49 qubits instead of 

50 qubits is roughly the power of today’s supercomputer. 
 

Table 1: Memory Required to Store a Quantum State on a Classical Computer 

# qubits Coefficients # bytes 

1 21 16 

2 22 32 

16 216 524 K 

32 232 34 G 

256 # of atoms in Universe 1078 
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To reach this number of qubits, various architectures have been proposed. IBM is focusing on an 

approach in which superconducting qubits encode the quantum states. The two-level system is 

made with an LC circuit in the microwave regime (~ 5 GHz) incorporating a non-linear 

Josephson Junction element (dimensions 100x100 nm, made of a stack of Al/Al2O3/Al). 

Without this element, the equally spaced energy levels would equally be excited. Owing the 

properties of pure aluminum, it becomes dissipationless at temperatures under 1 K, easily 

achieved in closed-circuit cryostats. The qubits are linked with microwave resonators, which act 

both as the quantum bus, noise filter and also as the read-out circuit through microwave 

absorption/transmission. The typical microstructures circuit is shown in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11: Typical Superconducting Qubit Chip with Meandering Microwave Resonators 
Courtesy International Business Machines Incorporated 

 

Through its IBM Quantum Experience program, IBM has made a 5-qubit universal QC prototype 

which implements the fundamental unit of the lattice for the surface code, and made that 

machine accessible in the cloud in 2016. This year, a 17-qubit version was made available 

commercially. A user-friendly GUI enables access to quantum information theorists, quantum 

engineers, and students, who can all test their novel ideas, learn to code a QC and compare the 

system performance relative to theoretical predictions. 
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Availability of these small QCs makes it possible to test the technology in some of the most 

promising applications, like quantum chemistry. This application represents one of the most 

challenging computational requirements: the simulation of molecular structure, reaction rates, 

and pathways simulations. IBM has used its 7-qubit chip to simulate the electronic properties of 

beryllium hydride (BeH2), the largest molecule simulated to date [12]. In comparison with exact 

CC computations, the simulation results are close, as shown in Figure 12 [12]. Similar problems 

are of interest, for instance in the development of new molecule designs and the simulation the 

nitrogen fixation problem in agriculture (for which simulations currently consume up to one third 

of US supercomputer power. 

 

Figure 12: Quantum Chemistry Simulation with a Small Quantum Computer. Experimental Results 
(Black Circles), Exact Energy Surfaces (Lines) and Density Plots of Outcomes from Numerical 

Simulations vs Interatomic Distances for H2, LiH, and BeH2 

 

To simulate larger molecules, new technologies will be required that push the scaling of qubit 

arrays towards the realization of the surface code. First, the two-qubit gates used to entangle and 

swap states between qubits need to demonstrate >99.9% fidelity. For this, the coherence of the 

states and the reproducibility of qubit properties have to be improved. Superconducting qubit 

research groups have shown that the cleanliness and smoothness of the surface of materials used 

in device fabrication are very important. Improvements in surface treatments and design, aimed 

at reducing electric field density, have increased the qubit relaxation time from 10 µs (2012) to 

80 µs (2015). The crosstalk between wires is especially important as the microwave resonators 

propagate multiple microwave modes. Further, resonators are susceptible to modal coupling to 

sample holders and to wirebonds. Flip-chip and air-bridge approaches are examples of 

engineering solutions that can help improve gate fidelity. 
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3D integration is the next step for scaling up, as 2D arrays of qubits will require simultaneous 

addressing and coupling. To date, versatile benchtop electronics have been used for research. 

However, this approach is incompatible (in device size and cost terms) with the large number of 

qubits that will be integrated. Dedicated electronics for quantum control need to be developed 

in a scalable way. As illustrated in Figure 13, the electronics rack needed for 4 qubits is bulky, 

expensive and cannot be sustained with increasing qubit count, Already, Keysight Technologies 

is selling PXIe modular electronics especially designed for qubit control and readout. On the 

software side, a layer architecture from assembler to quantum algorithms still needs to be 

defined. Compilers and high-level programming languages tailored for quantum circuits will be 

critical to reduce the number of gates for error correction and entanglement generation [13]. 

  

Figure 13: Microwave Electronics Rack for 4 Qubit Control and Readout 
Courtesy International Business Machines Incorporated 

 

3.5. Building a Superconducting Quantum Processor at Scale 

Presentation by Gabriel Poulin-Lamarre – D-Wave Systems, British Columbia 

 

D-Wave systems has spent 5 years (1999-2004) building the intellectual property to make a 

practical adiabatic quantum computer. This has allowed them to take a drastically different 

approach from their competitors for machine scaling up, as their computing scheme is not 

limited by the coherence time of their qubits. In 2007, they released their first 16-qubit Adiabatic 

Quantum Computer (AQC) and since then, the number of qubits has been doubled every 15 

months. 
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The D-Wave 2000Q (Figure 14) is an AQC designed to solve the quantum Ising spin problem 

in which spins are represented in a lattice, for example in a magnet. The spin interaction is 

described by the Ising Hamiltonian, with an interaction term and a magnetic field strength. An 

efficient algorithm to solve the ground state of this expression does not exist. Quantum annealing 

aims to solve this problem using an approach involving arrays of flux qubits:  

▪ The evolution of the Ising spin state is given by its time-dependent Hamiltonian 

▪ Variables are varied very slowly (adiabatically) such that the system stays in its ground state 

▪ The Ising spin parameters are mapped to the flux qubit parameters 

 

 

Figure 14: The D-Wave Commercial Quantum Annealer 
Courtesy D-Wave Systems 

 

Flux qubits are based on the use of a flux coil (1X) to induce currents in superconducting loops 

that encode spin-up and -down states as clockwise or counter-clockwise circulating currents 

(Figure 15). Qubit addressability is made by incorporating a superconducting quantum 

interference device (SQUID) composed of two Josephson junctions. Applying a second flux 

(2X) through the loop changes the resonant frequency of the flux qubit such that it can be 

addressed independently. 

 

Figure 15: Flux Qubit Schematics. A Superconducting Loop Can Hold a Current in Two Directions, 
Analogous to Spin States 
Courtesy D-Wave Systems 

 

In the D-Wave box shown above, a cryostat with magnetic shielding operating at 15 mK keeps 

the flux qubits in their ground state. The 2000 qubit processor is fitted into a sample holder, 

incorporating 6000 couplers, 128 k Josephson junctions and 18 k DACs. According to D-Wave, 
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the processor, made by Cypress Semiconductor, is the most complex superconducting circuit 

ever built. 

 

Ideally, the Ising chain requires the coupling of all qubits together. However, in practice, qubits 

can only be coupled to their nearest neighbour via the chimera topology (shown in Figure 16), 

which is easily scalable to larger processor sizes and compatible with on-chip control circuitry 

integration. 

 

Figure 16: Chimera Topology 

 

The unit cell is composed of qubit loops stretched into long rectangular wires and repeated in 

four rows and four columns, for a total of 8 qubits per unit cell. Internal couplers (ICO - squid 

loops) are added at each intersection, such that each qubit is coupled to 4 qubits. External 

couplers (XCO) read out the fluxes at the extrema of qubit lines (see Figure 17). The unit cell is 

then tiled to comprise the 2048-qubit processor of the D-Wave 2X.  

 

Figure 17: Shown from Left to Right Are the Schematic, Physical Implementation of the Processor 
and the Processor in its Fixture 

Courtesy D-Wave Systems 

 

The chip uses a 6-layer 3D process with 0.4 µm Josephson junction size (Figure 18). The fab 

process allows reduced 1/f and broadband noise. On-chip superconducting 8-bit flux DACs are 

used to address the qubits individually. Figure 17 presents on the left a schematic view of the 

processor arrangement of a lattice of 8 rectangular qubits arranged horizontally and vertically. 

Internal couplers (ICO) couple the qubits and external couplers (XCO) are used for qubit 

readout. The middle views in Figure 17 are the physical implementation of the schematic and the 

view on the right is the chip in its fixture. 
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Figure 18: Six Layer Stack Cross-Section of the Superconducting Chip 
Courtesy D-Wave Systems 

 

An important issue for the control of flux qubits relates to temperature. Heat can excite a qubit 

out of its ground state. For example, the D-Wave One machine employs a control algorithm that 

forces a wait of 2s after programming, needed to allow the chip temperature to drop back to the 

cryofridge temperature of 20 mK. The D-Wave 2X manages this issue by adding two coils inside 

the DAC, whose current switching is synchronized to minimize heat generation. This approach 

allows a reduction in power dissipation to 250 fJ. 

 

Readout of the qubit state was originally made with a DC SQUID which can probe the number 

of flux quanta in the qubit, hence its quantum state. However, the heat generated, long readout 

time (10-20 µs per qubit) and its scalability is limited, as SQUIDs are relatively large, on the 

order of tens of microns in size. To solve these problems, a non-dissipative microwave readout 

technique based on a transformer coupled to a tunable inductance lowered the readout to 20 

ns/qubit. Importantly, a readout fidelity > 99.7% is achieved with this method. 

 

3.6. Summary of Discussions 

Over 30 persons attended the Quantum and Microelectronics Systems Integration session. 

During the Q&A period, the following points were discussed:  

▪ For nanophotonics, nanofabrication yield issues currently limit the scalability of solutions for 

coupling multiple quantum systems. In particular, maintenance of stable quantum properties 

is a challenge and the origin of this degradation is an open question. For example, NV centers 

in diamond are much more prone to degradation when compared to SiV centers. Close 

proximity with surfaces and improper passivation may be responsible for this behaviour. 

Wavefunction simulation of quantum defects might yield insights on fabrication 

improvements and identification of new quantum defects that are less prone to fabrication 

issues. 

▪ Semiconductor qubit implementations are not yet ready for full scale production, as their 

fabrication often requires stacks of gates created by electron beam lithography (EBL). It may 

be possible through working closely with foundries that EBL process steps could be 

eliminated or replaced by photolithography techniques, offering a more scalable processor 

fabrication flow. 

▪ Operation at milikelvin temperatures in dilution refrigerators (i.e., the Bluefors system) is not 

foreseen by Stefan Filipp as an issue for systems employing less than 100 qubits. However, 

scalable electronics and wiring schemes will be required for larger systems. 

▪ Storage of quantum states in long-lived quantum memories was mentioned as a critical issue 

to the development of the quantum computer. A viable implementation of a quantum 

memory still has to be demonstrated. 
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▪ There is potential that superconducting circuits, e.g. the DAC and flux readout techniques 

used by D-Wave, could have further application in the field. For instance, 8-bit cryogenic 

DACs could be integrated alongside spin or superconducting qubit arrays, thereby reducing 

the number of required control lines and increasing one and two qubit fidelity. 

▪ Flux trapping is an important issue for the development of flux qubit chips: some qubits have 

to be disabled because they cannot be tuned. Technology solutions may be offered through 

defects and material optimization, including the integration of flux traps on superconducting 

chips. 

▪ Better communication is needed between the engineering and quantum physics communities. 

In particular, this includes the dissemination of information relating to the problem-solving 

potential of quantum computers and the need for electronics solutions to build these systems. 

Communication of engineering perspectives on the problems (and suggested solutions) 

foreseen in building quantum computers would help bring the communities together. 
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4. Microelectronics Systems and the Development of 
Quantum Technologies 

4.1. Expected Fields of Disruptive Impact 

Interest in quantum computing was fueled originally by Shor’s algorithm in 1994 [14], which 

shows that a number can be factored in its prime factors in polynomial time (the time taken is 

polynomial in log N, which is the size of the input), much faster than its classical counterpart 

which requires exponential time. In fact, the algorithm is both an opportunity and a threat, as 

public encryption keys such as those used in RSA could be factored in a lifetime instead of 

centuries. This has fueled the development of the quantum computer and of new quantum 

cryptography schemes which are now considered unbreakable and define the post-RSA 

cryptography era. The Grover algorithm [15] is also a promising quantum algorithm to search 

unsorted databases, as it requires the square-root of the time that would be required using 

classical schemes. However, the number of qubits needed is as big as the database size, with the 

consequence that applications of this algorithm will remain limited until a large-scale quantum 

processor can be fabricated. As another example, a quantum Fourier transform can in some cases 

provide the equivalent of an exponential “speedup” in the number of gate operations compared to 

what would otherwise be required for the transform computed classically. 

 

The applications that take advantage of these processor accelerations are very varied and still an 

active field of research. Small companies, for example 1QBit in British Columbia, are making 

the link between industry problems and algorithms that can be run optimally on a quantum 

computer. A very promising field of application, as demonstrated above by IBM, is quantum 

chemistry. Intuitively, as molecules are quantum systems, a quantum simulator (computer) 

would be the most appropriate for this task. The ability to perform accurate simulations of 

chemical reactions and accurately determine the ground states of molecules would accelerate 

development of new drugs, fertilizers and also energy sources with new materials simulations. 

Quantum machine learning and data mining are also fields that are forecast to be accelerated by 

the availability of quantum algorithms: they rely heavily on systems of linear equations, where 

quantum computers offer a superpolynomial speedup [16]. Startup company QxBranch is 

building codes to run on a quantum computer based on these machine learning and artificial 

intelligence quantum algorithms, for applications in risk assessment and predictive analysis of 

markets in financial services. The travelling salesman problem and associated logistics 

optimization problems are tractable tasks for small quantum computers and quantum annealing 

computers.  

 

Hence, the quantum computer is expected to be applied to certain specific tasks and accelerate 

the execution of calculations, with processing power expressed in terms of a Quantum 

Processing Unit (QPU) (terminology analogous to GPUs). 
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4.2. Quantum Computing Focus: Qubit Architectures 

As highlighted in the talks, multiple qubit architectures to build the quantum computer are being 

realized, as summarized in Figure 19: 

 

Figure 19: Summarized Quantum Computer Qubit Architectures 

 

Superconducting circuits are considered the most advanced implementation of qubits, with 

leaders Google, IBM, and Rigetti disclosing plans for 50-qubit processors in the next two years. 

However, the scalability of the technology could be an issue as the size of qubits and microwave 

buses reach 10s of µm (i.e., large, compared to their classical single bit counter-parts). Ion traps 

employing tens of lasers, whose implementation to date has been limited to large optical table 

environments, have recently been scaled-down to the level of microelectronics (Figure 20 [17]). 

 

Figure 20: Ion Trap Quantum Processor 
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This development is exciting as a candidate technology for quantum computing applications, as 

ion traps currently hold the qubit entanglement count record (14 qubits). With this number of 

qubits, full state tomography of the system a challenge [18]. Topological qubits also hold 

promise in these applications, given that the qubit state is topologically protected from errors. 

This could help build large scale quantum computers. A comparison of various quantum 

technologies for a range of applications, approach to error correction and potential, can be found 

in the “Quantum Computers: World’s first buyers’ guide” [19], published by New Scientist 

which postulates this verdict: 

 

“Superconducting qubits might attract those who like to play it safe, but spin could just overtake 

it during the next decade. Everything else is for die-hard experimenters only.” 

 

This statement is backed by the rapid progress made by spin qubits in semiconductors, which 

have demonstrated the longest coherence times and in some cases are fully compatible with 

semiconductor CMOS foundry processes. Hence, one can envision rapid scale-up of the number 

of qubits and repeatable fabrication processes using that technology. In the case of spin qubits 

(for a spin ½ particle such as the electron), it would be natural to represent the spin up state as 

|0> (north pole of the Bloch sphere) and the spin down state as |1> (south pole of the Bloch 

sphere). See below. 

 

Quantum state representation - Bloch sphere 

In the classical binary state, a bit can take either the 0 or 1 value. In 

contrast, the one qubit quantum state  is not limited to these 

binary values and can be expressed in the Dirac notation by or  
according to 

 

where ,  are complex coefficients respecting  

The quantum state can be written as a function of phases  and  
as:  

 

This quantum state can be represented using the Bloch sphere. Hence, an infinite number of 
quantum states can be prepared. However, according to the 3rd quantum mechanics postulate, 
upon measurement the quantum state is projected into either an eigenvalue of 0 or 1. The 
number of coefficients scales exponentially (2n where n is the number of qubits) with the number 
of qubits, as shown by the two-qubit state (22 coefficients):  

 

Where  for example is the notation for qubit 1 in state  and qubit 2 in state . 
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4.3. Challenges and Opportunities of Quantum Systems 
Development 

The elements required for the development of a fully-fledged quantum computer have been 

summed up in Stefan Filipp’s presentation which described the quantum ecosystem (See Figure 

21). Most of the elements of this ecosystem can be extended to the development of quantum 

sensors as well. 

 

Figure 21: The Quantum Ecosystem, Summarising the Engineering Challenges Implied by The 
Development of The Quantum Computer 

Courtesy Stefan Filipp, International Business Machines Incorporated 

 

The issues related to the quantum ecosystem and its scale-up can be split into three main parts: 

▪ Cryogenics and control electronics 

▪ Device simulation and software 

▪ Fabrication of the quantum chip 

 

4.3.1. Cryogenics and Control Electronics 

Cryogenics brings its own set of challenges, as quantum computing systems require cooling 

down to tens of millikelvins and the power available for cooling is typically limited to a few 

milliwatts (ultimately limited by 3He supplies). This will either impose a bound on the chip qubit 

count or on the fidelity of gates (which drops as temperature increases). Additionally, the 

physical size of the cryostat limits the number of wires that can be fed to the qubits, which 

typically require 5-10 gates per qubit. The control electronics will also need to be miniaturized 

and adapted specifically for qubit control and readout. Currently, a full rack (0.6 m x 0.6 m x 2 

m) of electronics worth 0.5 M$ is required per qubit. These are “big picture” problems that 
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potentially impede progress in this field, and require solutions through which engineers and 

quantum scientists must work together. The field can learn a lot from experience in multiplexing 

classical computers. To this end, classical control electronics, including FPGAs, DACs, ADCs, 

could be integrated at cryogenic temperatures on higher temperature stages with increased 

cooling power. Professor David Reilly (University of Sydney and Microsoft Corporation) has 

partnered with Microsoft to undertake this task and has already proposed a cryoelectronics 

platform for 4 Kelvin operation [20]. CMOS qubits could also directly integrate classical circuits 

on the same chip. An optical link from the cryostat to the laboratory at room temperature would 

increase the data bandwidth and reduce noise fed into the cryostat. Another approach, that 

pursued by D-Wave, would be to develop classical control and readout circuits based on 

superconductors. This would ease system requirements on cooling power. 

 

Overall, the fields of sensing, quantum computing, and quantum key distribution would benefit 

from the engineering of electrical circuits common to quantum state control and readout. To 

realize optimal quantum control, ns-µs microwave pulses from 1-15 GHz are required. Hence, 

development of a cryogenic GHz DAC, PLLs, mixers and high-speed FPGAs would be 

disruptive to the advancement of quantum computers. Fast ADC readout and low noise 

amplification circuits would also help improve the fidelity of qubit gates and reduce the qubit 

overhead (number of physical qubits required to realize one logical qubit). For R&D, parameter 

sweeps are very slow, which results in hours of data acquisition to obtain the stability diagram 

required to describe the one-electron regime for quantum dots. FPGA programmable gate sweeps 

would accelerate data acquisition, helping to build yield statistics (a topic not yet adequately 

addressed). 

 

In the near term, access to cryostats (e.g., dilution fridge) and microwave electronics requires 

significant investment (~ $500,000 for cryostat solely). Cryogenic infrastructure could be shared 

between Canadian foundry and engineering communities and quantum information and quantum 

electronics startup companies, who could test their products without need for this significant 

investment. Two-qubit and even five-qubit chips have now reached a level of maturity high 

enough that standard test chips could be provided or made accessible alongside an open access 

cryostat, and accelerate progress on testing of quantum microelectronics. 
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4.3.2. Device Simulation and Software 

Every fabrication detail becomes important if superconducting qubits and quantum dots are to 

reach their required >99.99% gate fidelity (a metric of the error rate), critical to perform error 

tolerant quantum computation. CAD tools for electromagnetics and microwave simulations are 

needed to provide insight on how to minimize surface losses (where defects are typically 

located). For example, by minimizing the electric field density of circuits on the circuit’s surface, 

coherence time of qubits has been extended from 10-80 µs (Figure 22). 

 

Figure 22: Electromagnetic Field Simulation of the 6-Qubit Google Chip 
Courtesy Anyon Systems Inc. 

 

CAD software such as COMSOL software can provide these insights and guide the next 

generation of quantum devices. The next step in CAD design is to take into account all the 

components surrounding the quantum chip, including the sample holder and packaging, to seek 

solutions to suppress crosstalk and parasitic modes. This requires massively parallel simulations 

as the distances in this computational mesh are on the millimeter scale. New qubit proposals are 

presented every year, with corresponding new readout and control schemes. Starting from the 

Hamiltonian (energy level) description of these quantum systems, the equivalent circuits 

(composed of capacitors, resistors, and inductances) must be designed before the fabrication of 

the qubit starts. Anyon Systems in Montréal is developing such a CAD tool, which aims to 

generate qubit design with the starting point of its theoretical description. Eventually, the qubit 

design will be optimized using an iterative process based on measured characteristics, including 

crosstalk minimization. Anyon has demonstrated that its CAD software can accurately simulate 

the resonance frequency of Google’s 6-qubit chip, based only on the qubit design (Figure 23). 

New designs with even higher gate fidelity will be developed through management of crosstalk, 

based on experimental trials. 
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Figure 23: Suface Losses Are the Main Mechanism Identified by CAD Simulations to Explain 
Superconducting Qubit Decoherence. Various Fabrication Enhancements Are Proposed. 

Courtesy Stefan Filipp, International Business Machines Incorporated 

 

Control software such as Labber is being adopted by Keysight’s PXIe platform as a way to easily 

add equipment scans, visualize and process data. Physicists will also need a tighter collaboration 

with electrical engineers to program FPGAs for high performance scans. 

 

A few high-level programming languages adapted to quantum circuits are becoming available, 

such as Microsoft LIQUi|>. This tool suite includes a programming language, optimization and 

scheduling algorithms and quantum simulators. IBM has its own software API accessible 

through its Quantum Experience cloud platform. Rigetti has released the Forest suite, with the 

Quil programming language and its own quantum computer simulation environment, the 

Quantum Virtual Machine. Google and Rigetti recently released OpenFermion as a quantum 

chemistry package. This package allows the translation of chemistry problems into gate sets that 

can be run with quantum computers. QuTiP is open source software used to simulate the 

dynamics of open quantum systems based on various Hamiltonian descriptions, including 

quantum optics, trapped ions, superconducting circuits and nanomechanical resonators. For the 

simulation of semiconductor devices, a fee-based software package called nextnano can be used 

to simulate electrostatic potential, electronic and optoelectronic properties of nanostructures. The 

advantage of this software is that quantum effects are fully taken into account, including for 

example:  

▪ Tunnelling probabilities 

▪ SET properties 

▪ Electronic wavefunctions and potential induced by gates into two- dimensional electronic 

gases. 
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4.3.3. Micro-Nano Fabrication 

The transition from lab-scale demonstrations employing a small number of qubits to industry-

compatibility will require the development of streamlined qubit devices fabricated using standard 

processes. Currently, access to qubit devices is very difficult. Device fabrication is typically 

lengthy and with very low success rates due to yield issues. Access to foundry processes such as 

STMicroelectronics 14/28 nm CMOS FD SOI could be a means to build qubits with much 

higher yield; this would drastically accelerate progress on quantum computing research in 

Canada. For example, most of the steps required to fabricate quantum dot designs developed by 

Prof. Michel Pioro-Ladrière (Institut quantique, UdeS), Prof. Andrew Sachrajda (NRC Ottawa), 

and Prof. Jonathan Baugh (Institute for quantum computing, Waterloo) on Silicon wafers can be 

performed in CMOS foundries. The first step would be to characterize the quality of the devices 

that are produced in foundries that support <30 nm processes. Furthermore, enhanced process 

repeatability delivered in foundry-based processes would improve yield on nominally identical 

qubits and simplify the tuning steps needed to reach the single electron regime. Other process 

steps, including Si/SiO2 surface passivation and reliable implantation of single dopants for donor 

qubits and hybrid architectures, require improvement to meet the level of control needed in 

quantum device fabrication (e.g., nm precision the location of donors relative to gates). 

 

3D integration will be a critical microfabrication challenge as the quantum processors continue 

their scale-up, especially in the context where crosstalk has to be minimized. Implementation of 

the surface code, which repeats a 5-qubit unit cell (see Figure 24) where each qubit requires a 

few gates, may not be achievable without the use of through-silicon or even superconducting 

vias. 

 

Figure 24: The Surface Code 

 

For superconducting qubits (SQ), most of the fabrication techniques are already known from 

micro and nanoelectronics, and only have to be re-implemented in superconductor fabrication. 

For example, D-Wave outsources its fabrication to the Cypress (Minnesota) foundry, where they 

make their superconducting circuits. With current processing constraints the fabrication of 

Josephson junctions is not adequately repeatable, which results in a SQ frequency spread of 

approximately 0.2 GHz. Research into the improvement of the coherence time of SQ is still a 

very active research field. One possible solution is to etch trenches under the circuits to bring 

surface defects further away from the modes of super-conducting circuits. 
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Packaging of quantum chips represents a hurdle to the rapid testing of a large number of 

samples. This includes suppression of antenna effects due to wire bonds. To address this 

problem, IQC has developed a “quantum socket” to make electrical contact operating up to 8 

GHz at cryogenic temperatures, using spring loaded pins [21]. Commercial standardization of 

this idea could involve creation of a standard contact pad spacing. Other solutions used by 

foundries such as IBM to test processors at wafer scale with contact pins could be adapted to 

quantum chips. 
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5. Summary and Outlook 

Quantum technologies have the potential to disrupt various fields of application, ranging from 

medicine, secure communications to high performance molecular simulation. Before a 

computation speedup compared to classical methods can be demonstrated, the scale-up from 

small-scale computers to universal quantum computers is needed. This will require the 

fabrication of millions of qubits and development of quantum error schemes and algorithms. To 

truly realize this potential and guarantee the competitiveness of quantum research in Canada, 

scientific and engineering solutions must be developed in parallel. Common quantum control and 

readout electronics for all technologies are needed to sustain the rapid developments, and must 

be developed in a scalable way. 

 

Researchers also need access to reliable and standard ways to make quantum prototypes. Access 

to foundry processes in the nm range is key to improve the yield and extract statistics on 

quantum processors operation. This would also allow quantum physicists to concentrate their 

resources on novel architectures, readout, control schemes and demonstration of the quantum 

advantage for market applications. 

 

Industry and startups would also benefit from having access to cryogenic infrastructure to test 

their novel electronics and their quantum chips. Cryogenic electronics alone represent a 

tremendous market opportunity because small-scale quantum computers are expected to reach 

market applications in a 10-year horizon. Eventually, a small quantum computer standard could 

be adopted to run quantum-transposed classical algorithms related to particular industry 

problems. 

 

The expertise accessible via CMC is an asset and efforts must be put forward to bring the physics 

and engineering communities together. Increasing this “quantum awareness” could be done by 

organizing tours of quantum laboratories and organizing workshops. For example, quantum 

experts would hear more about what micro and nanoelectronics can offer to quantum computing 

in particular, where electronics will play a key role for error mitigation and an increased gate 

fidelity. As graduate students have the most hands-on experience, student workshops could be 

organized to bridge the gap and facilitate collaborations. 
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